
Robert Smith
Media Sales Representative

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Media Sales Representative orientated with continual work experience over the last 6 years. 
Involvement and training with exceptional companies and schools. Successful in demonstrating 
leadership skills, knowledge, and proficiency in my workplace. Strong customer service skills 
acquired through hard work and dedication.

SKILLS

Google Drive, Final Cut Pro, Adobe Suite, Fluent In Both Mac And PC Programs.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Media Sales Representative
ABC Corporation  October 2006 – November 2007 
 Demonstrated a complete understanding of product features and benefits, rates, and 

packages and explain them in a way to match recommendations to customer needs.
 Met deadlines, created accurate advertising orders, and submit client contracts and complete 

sales reporting in a timely manner.
 Developed prospective leads using a variety of sources, including digital, radio, TV and direct 

mail, attend local or category business events for networking opportunities and stay up-to-
date with industry trends.

 Analyzed and interpreted key sales metrics and develop strategies to reach sales success.
 Experienced in a media-advertising environment preferred.
 Identified customer needs and effectively match to solutions.
 Prioritized and completed multiple tasks under the pressure of deadlines and through 

interruptions is vital.

Media Sales Representative
Delta Corporation  2001 – 2006 
 Helped set up appointments for car audio installation.
 Advised and assisted customers with cameras, video cameras, and camera accessories.
 Cleaned up and put away camera, car audio, and MP3 accessories at the end of the night.
 Vacuumed the departments at the end of the night.
 Media Sales Representative Glen Burnie, Maryland Advised and assisted with MP3 players, 

MP3 player accessories.
 Helped customers find video games and assisted with video game systems.
 Assisted customers with locating music cds and movie and TV show dvds Locked up and put 

away games and game accessories at the end of the night.

EDUCATION

MS
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